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1. Introduction

In recent years insulating solid materials has been more commonly used in the industry. This is due to a variety of commercial reasons. As insulating materials tend to become electrostatically charged, handling of flammable materials in combination with plastics therefor is a potential ignition hazard. Industries handling flammable materials and/or combustible dusts should be risk assessed; a classification plan for explosive atmospheres as well as an explosion protection document shall be drawn up. Among other things sources of ignition in explosive atmospheres must be identified and assessed. Static electricity is an ignition source that is causing much concern as it is not easy to predict. Electrostatic brush discharges arise from charged insulating materials. Charge that build up can arise from contact charge when handling insulating solid material as well as when transporting bulk material (gases, liquids, solids) in insulating pipes, containers and other process equipment.

With regard to electrostatic brush discharges, it is flammable gases and vapours from flammable liquids that can be ignited. So far, no one has been able to demonstrate that combustible dust can be ignited by brush discharges in normal atmospheres.

The purpose of the project presented in this paper is to clarify when hazardous electrostatic brush discharges occurs in non-conductive materials in the industry.

- How does contact between different materials interact to build up charges able to ignite flammable gases and vapors?
- How does charge that build up in real industrial situations appear when handling flammable liquids in insulating containers and pipes?

Measurements have been conducted in real process situations, when handling flammable liquids. Experiments have been carried out at a laboratory on SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden. Specifically, the effect of surface area, type of material and the loading mechanism was further investigated.

The project has been part-funded by the Swedish Fire Research Board, Tyréns AB and the Association for process safety (IPS). Performers and authors of the report has been Ulrika Nilsson and Ken Nessvi, Process Safety Group Sweden AB. Ingvar Karlson, SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, has contributed as an expert during the industrial measurements, as well as leading the experiments in the laboratory at SP. The project is based the CENELEC Technical Report 50404: 2003.

Literature study, field measurements, laboratory tests, and a draft report were conducted by Tyréns. The completion of the report and a seminar was conducted in the fall of 2011, through commissions from Tyréns, by Process Safety Group Sweden AB.
2. Measurements

2.1 Method
The initial measurements were carried out at Trioplast in Landskrona (SWE), Akzo Nobel in Malmö (SWE) and FeF Chemicals in Køge (DK). At each occasion the temperature and humidity in the air was measured. The measurements were carried out to get a feeling for how to use the instruments in different kinds of process equipment.

2.2 Poly Peptide Laboratories, Malmö (SWE)
Measurement of electrostatic charge when filling ethanol (99%) into insulating plastic drums was conducted by Ingvar Karlson, SP, and Ulrika Nilsson, PS Group. The air humidity was at the time 37% RH and the temperature 19°C. Four scenarios were simulated:

1. Filling with manual pump of plastic material from 200 l metal drum to 120 l plastic container
   (Figure 1)
2. Filling with electric pump from 200 l metal drum to 25 l plastic container
3. Filling with manual pump of plastic material from 25 l plastic container to 25 l plastic container
4. Filling from RIBC to 25 l plastic container

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1, Filling with manual plastic pump from 200 l metal drum to 120 l plastic container

Before each measurement the plastic container was deionized with a fan. Potential measurements were made with an electrostatic voltmeter on the outside of the plastic container. The potential on the outside of the plastic container was continuously monitored throughout the filling.

Result when filling with manual plastic pump from 200 l metal drum to 120 l plastic container: maximum voltage 50 V.
Result when filling with electric pump from 200 l metal drum to 25 l plastic container: maximum voltage 20 V.
Result when filling with manual plastic pump from 25 l plastic container to 25 l plastic container: maximum charge 200 V.
Result when filling from RIBC to 25 l plastic container: maximum voltage 170 V.

Conclusion
There was no high charge when filling Ethanol to insulating plastic drums. Due to the high conductivity of ethanol there was an even charge distribution in the fluid and as expected, no high charge of the fluid. Nor were there high charge on the insulating material when filling. In this particular case the conclusion is that the filling of ethanol in insulating plastic drums is no electrostatic risk.

This does not exclude that the plastic drums can be charged on the outside due to friction when handling the drums. This means that there may be a risk of electrostatic discharge from plastic drums when drums have been exposed to excessive charging on the outside.

2.3 Bona, Malmö (SWE)
The humidity was at the time of the test 26% RH and the temperature 20°C. The liquid had a conductivity <0.05 µS/cm.
The measurements were carried out at BONA AB, Malmö 2010-11-18 by Ingvar Karlson SP and Ulrika Nilsson PS Group. The purpose with the measurements was to check if charging will occur when filling insulating plastic containers. Three scenarios were simulated:
1. Filling with pipe ending in the bottom of the container.
2. Filling with pipe ending about 50 cm down in the container.
3. Filling without pipe (splash filling)

The volume of the container was 1000 litre and the time to fill the container was about 7 minutes. Before each measurement the plastic drums was deionized with a fan. Potential measurements were carried out with an electrostatic voltmeter on the outside of the plastic drum. The potential on the outside of the plastic drum was checked continuously during the filling.

1. Result when filling with pipe ending in the bottom of the container: Maximum voltage 400 V.
2. Result when filling with pipe ending about 50 cm down in the container: Maximum voltage 150 V.
3. Result when filling without pipe (splash filling): Maximum voltage 20 V.

Conclusion
When measuring, no high charging occurred during filling. Despite the low conductivity of the liquid, there were no signs of charge neither on the container nor in the liquid itself. The method of filling had no impact on the ability of the liquid to be charged. When filling from the bottom the charge were higher than when filling from the top.

Figure 2 Filling with pipe ending about 50 cm down in the container.

2.4 Akzo Nobel Functional Chemicals, Stenungsund(SWE)
Measurement was made of electrostatic charging during filling of fluid in insulating plastic drums (200 l) at Akzo Nobel’s premises in Stenungsund 2011-01-26.

The air humidity was at the time 18% RH and the temperature was 20°C.

Measuring electrostatic charge when filling fluid
The purpose was to determine if the plastic drums are charged when filled. The drums were filled from the bottom with a stainless steel lance that followed the liquid to the top. The lance was always below the liquid level in the plastic drum. The velocity of filling was at the time about 0,7 kg/s. The product filled was a viscous liquid.

Before each measurement the plastic drums was deionized with a fan. Measurements of the voltage was carried out with an electrostatic voltmeter on the outside of the plastic drum. The potential on the outside of the plastic drum was checked continuously during the filling.

Result when filling plastic drum 1: Maximum voltage 160 V.
Result when filling plastic drum 2: Maximum voltage 120 V.
Result when filling plastic drum 3: Maximum voltage 85 V.

Conclusion
The measurement showed no high charging of the insulating plastic container during filling in this particular case. This indicates that the filling of liquid in insulating plastic containers is no electrostatic risk. Higher flow rates may change the results and these conditions should be checked further.
Another electrostatic risk is plastic containers charged to high potentials on the outside through friction when handling. This means that there may be a risk of electrostatic discharge from plastic containers.

A third electrostatic risk to be taken into consideration is the discharge of a person. The staff had at the time protective shoes with dissipative properties. They stood and worked on a galvanized metal floor. This is a very good way to ensure that the staff can not cause ignitions of flammable gases when filling plastic drums.

3. Laboratory measurements

3.1 Purpose

The purpose was to quantify the risks regarding brush discharges from plastic drums during use in explosive atmospheres. When handling drums in a production line the drums will be exposed to separation between surfaces either by contact between each other or by contact between the drum and the operator. This separation will build up charge on the drums surface and a potential risk will occur regarding brush discharges. The built up charge on the surface will be different depending on which material the drum will be rubbed with, and it will also depend on the material in the drum.

The results of the measurements was then compared with the permissible charge build up limits for equipment placed in explosive atmosphere, expressed by the representative groups I, IIA, IIB and IIC (IEC 60079-12) and the classification of the hazardous area (IEC 60079-10-1 and IEC 60079-10-2):

- 60 nC for group I or IIA equipment;
- 30 nC for group IIB equipment;
- 10 nC for group IIC equipment;

The risk for brush discharge will also depend on if the drum is empty or if it is filled with a liquid. The conductivity of the liquid will also affect the ability to accumulate charge on the surface of the drum. In this study the purpose was to emulate three possible scenarios:

Scenario 1: The drum is empty and exposed to rubbing on the outside of the drum.
Scenario 2: The drum is filled with a conductive liquid and exposed to rubbing on the outside of the drum.
Scenario 3: The drum is filled with a conductive liquid and exposed to rubbing on the outside of the drum. After that the liquid is poured out.

The humidity in the facility where the drums are handled is another utterly important parameter. If they are handled in a dry humidity, the ability to charge and accumulate the charge will be much higher. The purpose was to simulate a winter climate which will also be a worst case scenario and therefor the measurements were performed in a dry climate.

Test object 1: 25 litres drum made of insulating Polyethylene High Density (surface resistance <10^{12} \ \Omega \ \text{according to IEC 61340-5-1}). Before test the top of the drum was removed and the thickness was measured. The thickness of the plastic was between 1.8 mm to 2.3 mm. (see Figure 3)

Test object 2: 200 litres drum made of insulating Polyethylene High Density (surface resistance <10^{12} \ \Omega \ \text{according to IEC 61340-5-1}). Before test the top of the drum was removed and the thickness was measured. The thickness of the plastic was between 4.2 mm to 6.0 mm. (see Figure 4)

Test equipment
Handheld coulombmeter, Schnier, type HMG 11/02. (see Figure 5)
Corona charger , Schnier, type HER 26/01. (see Figure 5)
Cloths made of polyamide, cotton and PVC. The cloths were big enough to avoid contact between the operators hand and the test object.
3.2 Performance and results
Measurements were performed according to EN 13463-1, Non-electrical equipment for potentially explosive atmospheres – part 1: basic method and requirements.
Test objects were conditioned during more than 72 h in 23°C ± 2°C and 12% RH ±3% RH. The measurements were performed in the same climate.

Charging by rubbing was performed with three different materials, cotton, polyamide and PVC. The test objects were also charged with corona.

Tests to simulate scenario 1.
The first scenario was to simulate an empty drum exposed to rubbing on the outside of the drum. Test setup is really simple in this case and it can be seen in Figure 5.

Tests to simulate scenario 2.
The second scenario was to simulate a drum filled with a conductive liquid and exposed to rubbing on the outside of the drum.
To simulate this scenario an aluminium foil was attached to the inside of the drum. The aluminium foil was connected to protective earth during the test. (see Figure 6)

Tests to simulate scenario 3.
The third scenario was to simulate a drum filled with a conductive liquid and exposed to rubbing on the outside of the drum. After that the liquid is poured out.
To simulate this scenario an aluminium foil was attached to the inside of the drum. The aluminium foil was connected to protective earth during the test. After the drum had been charged, the aluminium foil was removed and the discharge was taken. (see Figure 7)

The drums were rubbed with three different cloths and they were also charged by corona. The results can be seen in table 1, table 2 and table 3.

Table 1: Test results scenario 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25 litres drum</th>
<th>200 litres drum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyamide</td>
<td>PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No disch.</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Test results scenario 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25 litres drum</th>
<th>200 litres drum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyamide</td>
<td>PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 nC</td>
<td>17 nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 nC</td>
<td>14 nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 nC</td>
<td>17 nC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Test results scenario 3.
Table 3: Test results scenario 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>25 litres drum</th>
<th>200 litres drum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polyamide</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 nC</td>
<td>19 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 nC</td>
<td>18 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 nC</td>
<td>24 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 nC</td>
<td>11 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 nC</td>
<td>23 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 nC</td>
<td>12 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 nC</td>
<td>14 nC</td>
<td>No disch.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Summary

The test results show that it is possible to create brush discharges exceeding the permissible limits for group IIA, IIB and IIC from both of the tested drums. Corona charging gave the highest levels of charge for the smaller drum and rubbing gave the highest levels of charge for the 200 litres drum.

4. Conclusions

The results of the study show that the contact charge may give rise to much higher energy levels than those measured in relation to the filling of liquids in plastic containers. Results show that the contact charging in connection with the handling of insulating materials in explosive atmospheres constitutes an ignition source. It was also verified that the build-up of electrical charge in various areas is well consistent with the maximum allowed surface areas in the draft technical report IEC TR 60079-32. The conclusion from measurements on filling of different types of vessels indicates that this does not pose any problems with the fluids tested in the study. This is despite the fact that most people that handle flammable liquids are mainly focused on the build-up of electrical charge of fluids and vessels associated with handling in pipelines and filling/emptying of containers.

The presence of insulating materials in the industry is growing and since industry does not comply with the standards today the problem will exceed. Regarding managing the explosion risk, a greater focus should be placed on charging of insulating surfaces in hazardous areas. In general, the knowledge in this area is low among industries, and therefore, it is also difficult to reach out with the message.
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